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ABSTRACT
We carry out numerical simulations to investigate
the effect of nozzle divergence angle on back flow of
plume expansion into rarefied atmosphere. Results are
obtained using open source compressible computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) solver. Non-equilibrium slip and
jump boundary conditions for velocity and temperature are
implemented to capture rarefaction rarefaction effects in
the slip flow regime. The solver has been validated with
the experimental data for a nozzle flow in the slip flow
regime. We explore the non-linear non-equilibrium gas flow
physics of a supersonic jet expansion. We report results of
pressure, heat and drag coefficients for different divergent
angles (120 , 150 and 200 ) at 80 km altitude conditions. The
slip based results for heat loads significantly under-predict
the no-slip ones, while for pressure and drag coefficients,
deviations are found to be minute. It is noticed that thrust
coefficient of nozzle increases with increase in divergence
angle, however, nozzle with divergent angle of 150 led to
minimum drag and heat transfer load on the critical region.
The current study is important from the perspective of the
overall aero-thermodynamic design of a typical supersonic

rocket model operating under rarefied conditions.
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NOMENCLATURE
Ch pressure coefficient
CD drag coefficient
p pressure
T temperature
U velocity
Ux axial velocity
Uy radial velocity
c p specific heat at constant pressure
k thermal conductivity
R gas constant
B Reynolds number
Pr Prandtl number
Kn Knudsen number
Ma Mach number
ρ density
1

λ
µ
σv
σT
γ
∞
0
τw

1

mean free path
dynamic viscosity
tangential momentum accommodation coefficient
thermal accommodation coefficient
ratio of specific heats
free-stream condition
stagnation condition
wall shear stress

INTRODUCTION
Supersonic under-expanded jet plumes in the rarefied
atmosphere lead to back flow phenomenon [1]. The characteristics of the back flow phenomenon depend significantly
on the rarefied conditions and it is also found to be sensitive to the nozzle divergence angle. The back flow effect causes unanticipated aero-thermodynamics effects like
enhancement of heat load, excessive contamination from
plume gases and erosion of critical surfaces [2]. Special
shielding will be required on critical parts, if the back flow is
detrimental to the planned operation of Aerospace systems.
Therefore, an accurate prediction of aero-thermodynamic
loads due to plume backflow and interaction with supersonic
freestreams on critical parts is necessary for aerospace applications.
Early investigations on under-expanded exhaust plumes
consist of experiments supplemented by method of characteristics and shock expansion techniques [3–6].
Biju et al [7] and Patel [8] performed CFD analysis to
understand supersonic over-expanded nozzle at different divergence angles. They obtained the optimum divergent angle where shock instabilities were eliminated. Campbell et
al [9] obtained nozzle performance data at high pressure ratio for different half divergent angles and area ratios. Krull
et al [10] explained the effect of thrust coefficient on various factors like exit pressure ratio, nozzle divergent angle.
Steffen et al [11] conducted experiments on over-expanded
nozzles for wide range of divergent angles, to study the effect of separation at different pressure ratios.
The existing commercial CFD tools are only valid in
the continuum regime, i.e. altitude less than 40 km. While
DSMC simulations are computationally intensive as the
practical problems involve the continuum plume jet at the
exit of the nozzle and not so feasible for 2-D/3-D large scale
nozzle geometries. Alternatively, few researchers have been
rigorously exploring extended hydrodynamic methods, such
as applying non-equilibrium boundary conditions at the wall
surfaces [12–14] and/or employing non-linear/higher-order
constitutive relations [15–17]. These attempts have been
carried out within the Naviers-Stokes equations framework
to extend their applicability upto the slip flow regime, i.e. to
cover altitudes from 60 to 90 km. On the other hand, the

effect of nozzle divergence angle on back flow phenomenon
and various performance parameters was done at lower altitudes only i.e., less than 30 km.
In the current paper, we investigate the effect of nozzle divergence angle on under-expanded plumes in the rarefied slip flow regime i.e., at an altitude of 80 km. We
have carried out simulations using a compressible RANS
based solver in the open source CFD software OpenFOAM
[18]. To capture the rarefaction effects, we incorporate the
first-order Maxwell slip boundary condition for velocity and
Smoluchwoski boundary condition for temperature.
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Numerical Simulations
OpenFOAM (Open Field Operation and Manipulation)
is a popular open source CFD software which is parallel
friendly and handles both the structured and unstructured
meshes for complex geometries. It is based on C++ library
tools and a collection of various applications (created using
these libraries). Implementation of tensor fields, partial differential equations, boundary conditions and so on, can be
handled using the libraries [19]. It has become a popular
tool in the scientific and OpenSource community [20, 21].
2.1 rhoCentralFoam
The rhoCentralFoam is density-based compressible
flow solver based on central upwind schemes of Kurganov
and Tadmor [22, 23].
The rhoCentralFoam solver has been validated by
Greenshields et al. [24] for supersonic jet experiment by
Ladenburg et al. [25] and various standard compressible
flow cases. Nakao et al. [26] have validated this solver
against cryogenic wind tunnel data for sub-sonic flow
around a NACA airfoil.
k − ω SST turbulence model is implemented in our simulations which is the mix of k − ω and k − ε models. The
rhoCentralFoam solver with k − ω SST turbulence model
has been validated with analytical results for an electrospray
RF ion Funnel [27] and with the experimental data for transonic turbulent flow over a deep cavity [28]. The k − ω
model is used in the near-wall region, while k − ε method is
implemented in the fully turbulent region, i.e. away from the
wall. The k − ω SST model is merited for its good behavior
in adverse pressure gradients and separating flow [29, 30].
The shear stress transport (SST) formulation combines the
best of two methods. Blending functions are implemented
to assure a smooth transition between the k − ω model and
the k − ε model [31].
In current simulations, a calorically perfect ideal gas,
air is used as the fluid for the nozzle flow. Transport properties are dependent on temperature and Sutherland viscos2

ity model has been used. One should note that no chemical
reactions, ionization or dissociation phenomena are considered in current simulations.
2.2

Boundary conditions
The continuum regime of gas flows are simulated by using the conventional CFD techniques with the implementation of no-slip boundary condition for velocity and no-jump
for temperature. However, for rarefied gas flows, experiments, and kinetic theory and particle simulation methods
have shown that the no-slip/no-jump boundary conditions
does not produce accurate flow predictions [32–34]. The degree of rarefaction is usually estimated based on the Knudsen number (Kn), which is the ratio of gas mean free path
(λ ) to the length scale of the system (L). It is also well established that the applicability of the CFD frame work can
be extended upto the slip flow regime (0.001 < Kn < 0.1)
with the application of non-equilibrium slip/jump boundary
conditions [35].
The first order Maxwell velocity slip is defined as [36] :

U f −Uw =

2 − σv ∂ u 3 µ ∂ T
λ
+
,
σv
∂ y 4 ρT ∂ x

(1)

where U f is the fluid velocity, Uw is the reference wall velocity, λ is the mean free path of gas, µ is dynamic viscocity, ρ
is density of fluid, x is the axial co-ordinate, y is the normal
co-ordinate, σv is tangential momentum accommodation coefficient and T is temperature.
Smoluchowski temperature jump is defined as [37, 38] :

T f − Tw =

2 − σT 2γ λ ∂ T
,
σT γ + 1 Pr ∂ y

Pr =

µc p
,
k

3 Validations
3.1 Rothe Nozzle
The case that we have chosen to validate the rhoCentralFoam solver is Rothe nozzle [39]. Here, experiments are
carried out to measure density and temperature data along
the centre-line and radially at few critical locations. The
computational domain consists of an axi-symmetric two degree wedge of the real nozzle. For this nozzle, an air flow
is present at the inlet and a vacuum condition at the outlet.
In this paper, the B = 590 case [39] of Rothe is chosen to be
simulated, with an applied inlet pressure of 473.86 Pa and
a temperature of 300 K [40]. The mesh of this test case is
structured and consists of 24300 cells, where only one cell
layer is placed in the symmetry direction. The side planes
of the wedge are simulated as symmetry-planes by applying
specular reflecting surfaces.
Here, the rhoCentralFoam solver is implemented with
both the no-slip and slip boundary conditions and compared
with experimental data [39] for temperature variations along
the center-line of nozzle and along radial direction.
In the fig. 1a, the centerline profile of temperature is
displayed. It can be seen that both the solvers produce reasonable results till an axial position of about 0.03 m after
which slip CFD results are minutely deviated from the experimental data. This is because, molecular density being
higher in the core region of nozzle flow, continuum effect is
dominating along the centre-line and hence the no-slip values are more accurate. In the fig. 1b, the radial profile of the
temperature is displayed. Here it can be seen that results of
rhoCentralFoam solver with no slip boundary conditions are
scattered from the experimental data. However, the rhoCentralFoam with slip boundary conditions manages to capture
the validation temperature at the wall.

(2)
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(3)

where T f is the temperature of fluid, Tw is the reference wall
temperature, Pr is the non-dimensional Prandtl number, σT
is thermal accommodation coefficient, γ is specific heat ratio, c p is specific heat and k is thermal conductivity.
Through out the current paper, we refer the results obtained using the rhoCentralFoam solver with the classical
no-slip/no-jump boundary conditions as no-slip, while with
the slip/jump boundary conditions (Eqs.1 and 2) is denoted
as slip. Each test case is simulated in parallel on 32 Intel
Haswell cores on the HPC facility at IIT Hyderabad.

Test cases : Results and Discussion
The major objective of the current paper is to investigate the nozzle flow plume interaction with the surfaces of
rocket model and back-flow effect for different divergence
angles in the rarefied atmosphere. We chose the test case
with Sonda II rocket model configuration [41] for external
body, while the nozzle configuration is similar to Rothe [39]
with a geometrical scale up of 4.75 times in all dimensions.
Schematic of the test case is given in Figure 2.
Figure 3 demonstrates the computational domain used
for simulations which is adaptively tested for normalized
density gradients. The mesh is structured with multi-block
grid and has 56000 cells.
Under-expanded plumes will expand freely and impinge back onto the walls of rocket adjacent to nozzle. Investigation is carried out on critical parts which are prone to
back-flow and indeed where plume interaction takes place
3

critical zone 1 and critical zone 2. Critical zone 1 is where
supersonic free-stream flow and plumes interact, while critical zone 2 is prone to backflow. Arc-length varies along the
arrow from 0 to 0.748 for critical zone 1 and from 0.748 to
1.231 for critical zone 2.
We have carried out the parametric study for the two
dimensional geometry of Sonda II model configuration
(shown in figs. 2 and 3) in quiescent atmosphere at altitude
of 80 km. Parameters include half-divergence angle variation of 120 , 150 and 200 . Steady state results are reported.
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FIGURE 1: (a) Centre line temperature variation in the noz-

zle, where x = 0 denotes the throat location and (b) temperature variation in the radial direction at 0.0477m. Both slip
and no slip solutions of rhoCentralFoam are compared with
experimental data [39].
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FIGURE 4: Zoomed view of Sonda II rocket schematic at
3.9

FIGURE 2: Schematic of Sonda II rocket [41] (dimensions

in meters)

the tail. The indicated bold line is the critical region of interest in the current study on which arc-length dimensions are
denoted (dimensions in meters).

with a supersonic free-stream. Critical region under study
is demonstrated in fig. 4 which is divided into two parts 4

4.1

Coefficient of Pressure
The pressure coefficient C p shows the dynamic relative
pressure on the critical wall, which is defined as follows

Pressure coefficient at 80km altitude (Ma = 0)
in critical zone 1
0.06

θ = 12
θ = 15
θ = 20

0.04
0.02

pw − p∞
Cp = 1
,
2
2 ρ∞U0

0

(4)
Cp

−0.02

where pw is the static pressure on the critical wall and ρ∞
is the free-stream density. U0 is calculated from chamber
conditions. We define it as

−0.04
−0.06
−0.08
−0.1
−0.12

p
U0 = γRT0 ,

(5)
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TABLE 1: Average pressure coefficient values for different

(a)
Pressure coefficient at 80km altitude (Ma = 0)
in critical zone 2
16
14
12

θ = 12
θ = 15
θ = 20

10

Cp

where γ and R are specific heat ratio and gas constant for air
respectively. And T0 is the stagnation temperature in nozzle
chamber which is 1000 K.
Figure 5 demonstrates the variation of pressure coefficient along the critical zone 1 (fig. 5a) and zone 2 (fig.
5b). C p values in zone 1 are not much sensitive to change
in divergent angle. Local minimum at the wedge-wing (arclength ∼ 0.45 m) and wing-base corner (arc-length ∼ 0.74
m) is due to Prandtl Meyer expansion of plume back-flow. In
critical zone 2, barrel shock is present at 1.15 m i.e. immediately after nozzle lip. Strength of barrel shock is very high
for divergent angle 200 as compared to that of 150 and 120 .
This can be explained by the fact that the turning of the jet
away from the nozzle axis is more influenced by divergence
angle.
Table 1 demonstrates average C p values on critical
zones 1 and 2 for various divergence angles at 80 km altitude
quiescent atmosphere conditions. Here, % deviation is defined as {(no-slip − slip)/ | slip | ×100}. It is observed that
C p values in critical zone 1 are not much sensitive to change
in divergent angle, however, in critical zone 2, minimum C p
value is observed for divergent angle 150 . % deviations are
within 6.5 % and no-slip CFD predicts higher values than
slip CFD.
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FIGURE 5: Variation of coefficient of pressure (C p ) along

the arc length on critical zone 1 (fig a) & zone 2 (fig b) for
different divergence angles at 80 km altitude conditions.
4.2

Coefficient of Drag
Coefficient of drag along a surface is a measure of net
kinetic energy flux of the molecule impinging on the surface,
which is defined by

divergence angles at 80 km altitude in quiescent conditions
in critical zone 1 and zone 2. Deviation is calculated in between slip and no-slip CFD for critical region 1 and 2.
Zone

0.9

CD =

τw + p
,
1
2
2 ρ∞U0

(6)

Zone 2

Divergent angle

12

15

20

12

15

20

Slip CFD

0.4151

0.4104

0.4217

4.8184

4.1534

6.3690

No-slip CFD

0.4143

0.4100

0.4216

5.0616

4.4177

6.7356

% Deviation

-0.2021

-0.0850

-0.0131

5.0486

6.3629

5.7559

where τw is the wall shear stress on the critical region.
Drag force consists of 2 components, which are drag
due to pressure difference and drag due to friction between
fluid layer and solid wall.
Drag coefficient is negligible for all cases in critical
zone 1 as there is no flow in that zone. Significant drag is
present in the critical zone 2 because of direct impact of high
5

dense gas molecules on the wall. Similar to pressure coefficient, drag coefficient is observed to be minimum for 150
divergent angle. % deviations between slip and no-slip are
within 7 %. Therefore, pressure and drag are not much sensitive to rarefaction and non-equillibrium effects.
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TABLE 2: Average drag coefficient values for different di-
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vergence angles at 80 km altitude in quiescent conditions in
critical zone 1 and zone 2. Deviation is calculated in between slip and no-slip CFD for critical region 1 and 2.
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Coefficient of Heat Transfer
Coefficient of heat transfer Ch along a surface is defined
as follows,
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,
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ρ
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(7)
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where qw is the heat flux on the wall.
Figure 6 demonstrates the variation of heat transfer coefficient along the critical zone 1 (6a) and zone 2 (6b). In
critical zone 1, Ch is found to be negative on the wedge shape
(arc-length ∼ 0 - 0.45 m). Here, the ambient temperature (T∞
= 196 K) being well below the fixed wall temperature (Tw =
300 K).
Table 3 demonstrates average Ch values on critical
zones 1 and 2 for various divergence angles at 80 km altitude quiescent atmosphere conditions. Minimum of Ch is
observed for 150 divergent angle nozzle. Significant % deviations are observed between slip and no-slip results as compared to C p and CD . In both the critical zones, no slip CFD
results are over-predicting the slip results. The deviations
are increasing with increase in divergence angle. This can
be explained by the fact that exit velocity increases with increase in divergent angle and rapid expansion of plume jet
leads to pressure below the ambient atmosphere. Therefore,
more rarefaction on the critical region is observed which
leads to major deviations. These findings may help the
overall aero-thermodynamic design of a typical supersonic
rocket model, which may lead to reduction in the weight of
thermal protection systems along with lesser fuel usage.

(b)
FIGURE 6: Variation of Heat transfer coefficient (Ch ) along
the arc length on critical zone 1 (fig a) & zone 2 (fig b) for
different divergence angles at 80 km altitude conditions.
TABLE 3: Average heat transfer coefficient values for different divergence angles at 80 km altitude in quiescent conditions in critical zone 1 and zone 2. Deviation is calculated in
between slip and no-slip CFD for critical region 1 and 2.
Zone

Zone 1

Zone 2

Divergent angle

12

15

20

12

15

20

Slip CFD

-0.0045

-0.0043

-0.0045

0.1421

0.1245

0.1547

No-slip CFD

-0.0039

-0.0036

-0.0038

0.189

0.1841

0.2466

% Deviation

13.810

16.501

16.245

32.163

47.792

59.383

4.4

Coefficient of Trust coefficient
Thrust coefficient CF of a nozzle is defined as follows,
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TABLE 4: Trust coefficient values for different divergence

angles at 80 km altitude in quiescent conditions
Divergent angle

120

150

200

Cf

2.1707

2.2320

2.3698

CF =

T hrust
,
P0 At

(8)

where P0 is the chamber stagnation pressure and At is the
throat area.
Thrust coefficient is dependent on exit pressure ratio,
area ratio and specific heat ratio. Table 4 demonstrates calculated thrust coefficient values for different divergent angles and it is observed that value increases with increase in
divergent angle.
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CONCLUSION
We have presented aero-thermodynamic parameters on
the critical region of rocket configuration where complex
phenomenon of plume expansion and backflow occurs at
high altitudes of 80 km conditions. Numerical simulations are carried out using the open source software OpenFOAM and implemented with both the no-slip and first order Maxwellian velocity slip and Smoluchwoski temperature jump boundary conditions. The latter boundary conditions consider non-equilibrium effects that exist due to very
few collisions between the molecules in the flow around the
rocket model which is due to rarefied conditions. The rhoCentralFoam solver is validated against experimental data
for nozzle flow expanding in vacuum. We have carried out
detailed investigations to report the non-equilibrium effects
on the drag, pressure and heat transfer coefficients resulting because of plume impingement on the critical region of
wall by comparing the conventional CFD results with the
slip CFD results as well as their sensitivity towards nozzle
divergence angle.
Nozzle with divergent angle 150 is found to be an optimum configuration, as it has moderate thrust coefficient and
minimum drag and heat flux. It is observed that no-slip CFD
predicts higher values of Ch than slip CFD which may lead
to over-design of the critical zone in terms of thermal protection systems (TPS). It is evident the effect of rarefaction
is more on heat transfer coefficient than pressure and drag
coefficient. Hence, the accuracy of theoretical/continuum
models for exhaust plumes back flow analysis in the slip and
transition flow regimes cannot be decided based upon the

mere comparisons for pressure coefficients alone, which are
usually reported by experiments.
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